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Guidelines 12 – 19: Aims 

• To help organisations in the Pacific region put 
in place appropriate and sustainable solutions 
for managing their digital records. 

• To help guarantee that digital records of 
government activities and decisions are 
properly managed to ensure their integrity, 
useability, accessibility and survival for as 
long as they are needed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most recent addition to the toolkit is the guidance on digital recordkeeping. 8 guidelines that were developed during 2010/11 using the same methodology as earlier toolkit guidelines.These are the aims of this set of guidelines.They build on earlier guidelines issued in the PARBICA Recordkeeping for Good Governance Toolkit which aim to promote good recordkeeping, and are meant to be used together with those earlier guidelines. They are slightly different to the earlier guidelines, in that they include less practical  assistance – this is because when developed there was not a lot of practical experience in Pacific digital recordkeeping that could be drawn upon to use as examples.We’ll focus on Guideline 12 as that’s an introduction to digital recordkeeping and 15 Digitisation and 17 E-mail. Just as an overview of what guidelines 12-19 cover though…



Guidelines 12 – 15: Overview 

• 12: Introduction to Digital Recordkeeping  
• 13: Digital Recordkeeping Readiness Self-

Assessment Checklist for Organisations 
• 14: Digital Recordkeeping – Choosing the 

Best Strategy 
• 15: Scanning Paper Records to Digital      

Records 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Guideline 12: Introduction to Digital Recordkeeping Provides an overview of digital records and recordkeeping, addressing key concepts, benefits, risks and myths. Includes glossaries of key terms. We’ll look at this in detail in a moment.Guideline 13: Digital Recordkeeping Readiness Self-Assessment Checklist for Organisations to help them determine their level of readiness to pursue a digital recordkeeping strategy. Before we can “go digital” we need to make sure we are ready and that we can meet our obligations for recordkeeping and good governance. Many digital records will need to be kept for a long time. If your department or ministry is going to go digital it has to be confident that it can support good recordkeeping and that it has the right level of capacity and readiness for good digital recordkeeping. As we have seen, digital recordkeeping is more complex than paper based recordkeeping. You must ensure you have the right infrastructure in place to manage digital records. In the digital environment, not having this infrastructure in place can lead to increased operating costs, gaps in organisational memory, problems for the public trying to access entitlements, a lack of compliance with laws and policies, and reduced transparency, accountability and trust. Before completing this checklist, organisations are strongly encouraged to complete and take appropriate follow-up action covered in the more general Recordkeeping Capacity Checklist, which is Guideline 1 of the Toolkit.Like that, it asks a series of questions to help determine how we are placed to move forward but it focuses specifically on digital recordkeeping. Looks at policies, procedures, organisational support, training, tools.Give some examples of the questions and how the checklist works. Links back to earlier guidelines. Linkages – should do guideline 13, then use results to help choose strategy in 14Guideline 14: Digital Recordkeeping – Choosing the Best StrategyAddresses seven different options for managing digital records, looking at the advantages and disadvantages of each. The options are: printing to paper and filing; using shared drives; using collaboration software; scanning paper records for access and preservation purposes; developing hybrid systems; using an electronic document and records management system (EDRMS); and using an existing business system.Depending on your level of digital readiness there are a number of different digital recordkeeping strategies you could choose to implement, e.g.:printing to paper and filing; using shared drives; scanning paper records for access and preservation purposes; developing hybrid systems; using an electronic document and records management system (eDRMS).This guide gives you an overview of each strategy, covers the advantages and disadvantages of using the strategy and who might use the strategy. What kind of strategies are being used here at the moment? Guideline 15: Scanning Paper Records to Digital RecordsPractical advice for organisations considering a scanning project – we’ll look at this in more detail in a minute.



Guidelines 16 – 19: Overview 

• 16: Systems and Software Checklists 
• 17: Managing E-mail 
• 18: Digital Preservation 
• 19: Implementing a digital recordkeeping 

strategy 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Guideline 16: Systems and Software ChecklistsThe three parts of Guideline 16 are designed to be used by different sections of an organisation. Overall it looks at what are business systems and why do they need recordkeeping functionality.A business system is an automated system that creates or manages data about an organisation’s activities. Business systems hold ‘dynamic’ data: data that is timely (and often subject to frequent updates), current, and able to be manipulated.E.g.:e-commerce systems (enabling people to pay for products or services in an automated way, e.g. online shopping system)finance or human resources systems (systems that generate payroll data or leave management systems)If you’ve been through Guideline 14 and the strategy chosen is to use an existing system - the checklist in 16B contains eight questions based on core recordkeeping requirements. The checklist’s sliding scale is designed to give organisations a more complete picture of the strengths and weaknesses of recordkeeping functionality in their existing systems. E.g. Can the system create and maintain links between records and metadata that document the content, context and structure of the records? Not at all/Sometimes/Mostly/Always17: Managing E-mail – practical advice on its mgmt, we’ll come back to this in more detail later.18: Digital preservation – looks at preserving access and authenticity, dealing with technology and format obsolescence. Includes examples of low-budget digital pres solutions and looks at reformatting of analogue A/V recordings. Preservation is about preserving access to authentic and reliable records for as long as needed. Not just about storage and access – requires planning, monitoring, risk assessment – active intervention. Guideline primarily for archives staff whose core business is preserving long-term access to digital information. Compare to physical preservation Prob. not a challenge people are ready to face right now, as such the guideline is a bit more theoretical than our other guidelines. It is about getting people to start identifying the issues, risks and key concepts and working on strategies to manage them. 19: Implementing a digital RK strategy – Implementation is often an area where digital recordkeeping solutions fall over. This guideline looks at the processes needed to support and enable successful implementation of a digital recordkeeping strategy. Includes project planning through to rollout of a strategy.  When recordkeeping software implementation fails, it is usually due to poor change management, rather than the failings of the technology. The success of any strategy is dependent on change being successfully managed. When you decide which strategy to progress with this guide provides you with some key tips to help to manage a successful implementation of a digital recordkeeping solution.  Key steps to a successful implementation.



Guideline 12  
Introduction to digital recordkeeping 

Provides an overview on  
digital records and record- 
keeping, addressing key  
concepts, benefits, risks and  
myths. Includes a glossary  
for records managers and for  
IT professionals 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned, this is what this guideline does. We will go through some of the actual content of this guideline first now and then look at digitising and e-mail mgmt.Purpose of this part of the session:to get you thinking about digital records and digital recordkeeping as ‘same (as paper records and recordkeeping), but different’to get you thinking about issues associated with digital recordkeeping



Introduction  
to digital recordkeeping 

• What are digital records? 
• What is digital recordkeeping? 
• The importance of metadata 
• Risks and benefits of digital records 
• Digital recordkeeping myths 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what we will work through now.



Digital records 

• Many different types and formats 
• There is a difference in how we ‘view’ a digital 

record and paper record 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you use a computer for your work, you create digital records. Digital records are documents, information and data stored in computer format that provide evidence of the business of an organisation. Ask group - What are some examples of digital records in your organisation? Write up on whiteboard. Add any examples from guide page 3 that they didn’t get.Digital records come in different types and different formats. For instance, a digital photograph or image is a type of digital record, and for this type there could be many different formats, or ways in which the data is written. Some examples of digital image file formats include JPEG, TIFF or GIF formats. Similarly, digital video is a type of digital record and this type has many formats including AVI, MOV.What all types and formats of digital records have in common is that they are in computer, or binary, or encoded language, and need to be translated into a language or presentation format that can be understood by people. Bits are just strings of 0s and 1s but in order to know what they mean, you need to know what code to use to decode them (i.e. what language they are in) and have something to view them with. One difference between digital and paper is how we use or ‘view’ the record – digital recs are a result of the combo of hardware, software and data, whereas with paper you just need the object and light (and maybe some reading glasses!). Paper records are ‘fixed’: they always appear the same and don’t need equipment to be viewed. Both need to be controlled, preserved and organised to make sure that they provide full and accurate evidence of business activities for as long as that evidence is required.Digital records are also often called electronic or e-records, although technically the two are not the same. An analogue VHS videotape is an ‘electronic’ record because it requires electricity to be viewed, but it is not a digital record, as it is not composed of the computer language of zeros and ones that all digital records are. All digital records are electronic records, but not all electronic records are digital records.



What is digital recordkeeping? 

• ‘Same, but different’ to traditional 
recordkeeping 

• The activities and  
processes involved  
in managing a digital  
record over the  
course of its life 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many of the core concepts covered in the earlier ‘physical’ guidelines also apply to digital recordkeeping. The term ‘digital recordkeeping’ refers to the different activities and processes involved in managing a digital record over the course of its life. This diagram shows key activities making up a digital recordkeeping strategy.In which of these activities do you think we have to do things differently or the same for digital records? Group discussion on whiteboard. Answers in table on page 7-8.Planning still needs to be part of your other recordkeeping capability, e.g. ensuring you have a records policy, but you also have to identify the need for a digital recordkeeping strategy, set out possible options, and determine costs and benefits.Digital records can be altered much more easily and undetectably than paper, so they need to be captured in a way so they cannot be altered. To have value as evidence of business activity records need context. With paper records, this is often evident in the information recorded on the file cover and this information is attached to the record, but with digital you need to ensure that this accompanying metadata is persistently linked to the record.Classification: same for paper as digital, use a record plan. Easier to capture, title, find and dispose. Captures business context. Maintenance - user and access controls over records to make sure they are secure and cannot be altered. For digital may be able to use system to impose this. Same for paper and digital is the need to keep them secure and safe from damage.Access: Good metadata is vital to finding and retrieving records. Same, but have opportunity to auto capture some with digital using software. Disposal: same principles and practice, but again can apply at creation using a system for some kinds of records. Also, machines can search that metadata much faster than humans can look at a list of file titles or an index.Preservation: means ensuring records can be used for as long as needed, so includes having plans in place to create in a certain format (similar to paper where you might print important records on archival paper), migrate from obsolete media or migrate data to a new format as it becomes obsolete – endless process, need secure storage (digital repository like a strongroom, but backed up) and management to ensure record authenticity and reliability (easy to change and we have to change to preserve, so need to account for this in actions, ensuring significnt properties are now). 



The importance of metadata 

What is in the can? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A key concept to get your head around with digital records is metadata.Descriptive information about records is called metadata. You might hear it defined as data about data.The term metadata may sound very technical, but it is simple to understand. How do we use metadata in a physical world – registry cards, index cards, file covers etc… What kinds of information do you find about records on a file cover? (title, date opened, department name etc.) – this is metadata. – let’s go through an exercise that deals with metadata  Interactive activity What is in the can*? - Discussion (3 min)Have a look at the slide.  What do you think is in the can? If we open this can and find in it something that smells like tuna and looks like tuna, would you eat it? How would we know if it was Tuna for cats or if it is Tuna for humans? Explain that we need descriptive information to decide if the contents of this can is suitable for our use. Go to next slide…If the labels come off the cans and go missing, you are left with objects that you can’t identify. That might be alright if you have one or two cans to check the contents of, but what if you have 100 or 10,000? Similarly, if you only have the labels, you have no idea how you will find the objects they describe because there’s no identifying info on the cans to match them up to each other. With a can of food, just opening it to check the contents spoils the seal, so you want to avoid that – it’s similar in the digital world, in that sometimes you can open a file with the wrong application and it might make changes that you can’t see to the file (e.g. office apps). A more obvious parallel with electronic is like trying to listen to an audio cassette on the wrong tape machine and it chews up the tape. 



Metadata is just a label.  title content 
Size 

abstract 

data 
quality 

Directions 
for use 

lineage 

distribution 

contact 
details 

Images 

Unique 
identifier 

Quality 
reports 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
  Interactive activity continued…What is in the can*?  Click through the animated label pointing out the metadata describing the contents Explain to participants if we had this information we would be able to decide if it was fit for our use without having to open the can:Title: a name which describes the contentsIngredients:  what is in the can – am I able to eat this if I have an allergy?How big is it?An abstract: giving more detailNutritional information: calorie contentWhere the contents originated from or was manufactured if you would rather choose something locally produced[Last animation is quality reports]Like cans of food without labels, records without metadata are disconnected from the context of their creation and use, and are meaningless pieces of information. 



Basic record metadata 

Basic metadata includes: 
•  title 
•  creator, sender, receiver  
•  date when created or  

 received 
•  security classification 
•  registration or control  

 number 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking points Here is some information describing a record in the National Archives electronic records management system – which uses a well-known commercial system called HP TRIM. Discuss each metadata element in the TRIM exampleWe call this kind of metadata ‘creation metadata’ because it is all captured at that point.  Some of this may be automated in even a basic shared drive, e.g. Author (usually just person who saves it – might be a secretary when a minister actually dictated the content), other elements need to be manually entered (e.g. Title, which needs controlling through a record plan)



Basic record metadata 



Other metadata 

More metadata needs to be added to records 
when they are: 
–  Stored 
–  Accessed 
–  Changed 
–  Kept, destroyed or transferred 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking points:�More metadata is needed when records are: Accessed (who, when, how) Changed (who, when, how, what) Destroyed or transferred (who, when, how, what, where)Examples: On a standard paper file cover transfer metadata is added – indicating who accessed the file and when In an electronic records management system metadata is added when it is viewed, changed, emailed, printed or accessed.Why? This metadata can be used to give the record context, allows for an audit trail and can show how your organisation has been accountable. We call this ‘Process metadata’. If you are using a shared drive, you’ll find that the kind of metadata captured by the file system varies depending on the OS or file system type, but usu. Last accessed, Last modified will be captured. Other than that, it’s difficult to capture process md for shared drives.In the digital world we need more metadata than in the paper world, as digital files cannot be used or understood without accompanying technical metadata (such as format, size, creating application etc.) – refer back to e.g. of languages that need translating.More information about recordkeeping metadata can be found in ISO 23081 – parts 1 and 2, Metadata for Records: Principles and Implementation Issues.



What are the benefits of digital 
recordkeeping? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re going to look at benefits and risks of digital recordkeeping. If work is being carried out using automated systems then it makes sense for the records of that work to be made and kept in digital form. However, it is not easy to manage digital records. There are serious risks and challenges that can impact upon digital recordkeeping, and these should be considered carefully when choosing a recordkeeping strategy. If your organisation is going to do digital recordkeeping it has to be confident that it can do it well, because bad digital recordkeeping will almost certainly be disastrous. If you are not confident that you can implement good digital recordkeeping it is better to stick with paper-based recordkeeping systems until you feel that your organisation is ready. Divide into groups and come up with 3 benefits and risks of digital recordkeeping, then we’ll go through as a group.After breakout, first: What do you think the benefits of digital recordkeeping are? 



The benefits of (good) digital 
recordkeeping… 

• Records can be accessed anywhere, anytime 
(by an authorised person)  

• Multiple copies of records not needed 
• Records more easily discoverable and 

retrievable 
• Records are more secure, due to access 

controls 
• Cost savings – less duplication and double-

handling 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(1…unlike paper, which can only be used by one person at a single location)(4…i.e. automated controls enforced by a system according to criteria set by humans)



What are the risks of digital 
recordkeeping? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do you think the risks of digital recordkeeping are? 



The risks and challenges of digital 
recordkeeping… 

• Lots and lots of digital information created 
and sent today – hard to keep up 

• Computer software and hardware going out 
of date (technological obsolescence) 

• Challenges to authenticity – easy to amend or 
delete digital records 

• Loss of security and privacy 
• Long-term costs 



More risks and challenges of digital 
recordkeeping… 

• Loss of control due to reliance on vendors 
and external providers 

• Lack of access to resources such as IT 
support and software vendor assistance 

• Managing change for users 
• Choosing inappropriate systems or software 

applications 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lack of access to IT support is a big problem in the PacificConsult and support users to ensure systems meet their needs as well as good recordkeeping. Not just choosing inappropriate systems or software but also customising inadequately. Focus on the requirements you need from a system in order to meet all your digital recordkeeping needs and make sure product meets that.



15 Digital recordkeeping myths 
1 Everything on a computer is safe 

2 Information generated on my computer is not a record 

3 Digital storage is cheap 

4 Computers will create a paperless office 

5 All information generated or received on my computer at 
work is my own personal property 

6 Scanning is a cheaper and more reliable way of storing 
information 

7 ‘Archiving’ is the same as digital recordkeeping 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Could be good to go through one by one and see what attendees views are, as the myths deal with the perceptions people might have in practical, everyday situations. 7 refers to IT senseHandout as well so they can keep the ‘answers’.



15 Digital recordkeeping myths cont. 
8 Databases such as spreadsheets are reliable forms of 

evidence 
9 Outsourcing will solve all my problems 

10 Google will help me to find everything I need 

11 Our shared drive is good enough for managing records 

12 When I delete an email it has been destroyed 

13 Digital records cannot be used as evidence 

14 I will be able to access all my records in ten years’ time 

15 Recordkeeping is not my responsibility 



Guideline 15: Scanning paper records 
to digital records 

• Practical advice for organisations  
considering a scanning project.  

• Looks at the various processes involved in a 
scanning project from planning to file storage, 
risks and issues such as outsourcing, and 
includes information on technical standards 
and the different equipment available.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who’s doing digitisation? Scanning? Scanning is also known as digitising, imaging or digital reformatting (these are not born-digital, but re-born digital). This guidance…follow slide content. The guidance in this guideline doesn’t apply to born-digital.Scanning is really popular as it’s seen as a good way to preserve records and save costs. It can be, but like all things, we need to fully understand the potential risks and issues associated with digitisation. It coversReasons why you might want to scan – affects many decisions after thatPlanning - so that your approach is correct according to reasonsTechnical standards – what file formats you could use, resolution choices etc.					Equipment – choosing computers, scanners, digital cameras, imaging softwareManaging digital files – what metadata to create, a content mgmt system to manage md and files, disposal of source records (See also Toolkit guidelines 7, 8, 9 and 10 for advice on disposing of public records), comparison of issues assoc. with in-house or outsourcingDigitisation vs micrographics – comparing the advs/disadvs of ea. [image 25 time smaller, film reels/fiche], page 13		



Guideline 15: Scanning paper records 
to digital records 

Reasons for scanning: 
• in the course of business 
• to improve access  
• to provide backups as security 
• to preserve the original records 
• to save physical storage space 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reasons why people scan:In the course of business. More and more paper records are being digitised as public offices and organisations increasingly adopt electronic records management systems. Organisations need to make decisions about what to scan (such as the files that are highly used or those which require long-term retention, rather than all records), and when to scan (usually when the records are received into an organisation). A digital copy should be as close as possible to the original, so that the copy can act in the place of the original if required for evidence or business purposes. To improve access. While an original record is unique and can only be used in one place at any one time, a digital copy can be accessed from a variety of locations, including computer networks and the internet.To provide back-up copies as security. If the original copy is destroyed, damaged or stolen, the back-up copies allow your organisation to still use the content of the record. A common practice when scanning for archival purposes is to create a high-quality ‘preservation master’ file (a file that is used only for preservation purposes), with separate access copies being produced for day-to-day use, as well as a number of ‘surrogates’ or lower-quality back-up copies.To preserve the original records. Having digital copies available means that the original records can be kept in stable storage conditions and not handled too often. When scanning for preservation purposes it is important to create a high-quality digital file so that the records do not need to be re-scanned later on.To save physical storage space. This depends on your organisation being able to dispose of paper originals that have been scanned. In NZ we have the Electronic Transactions Act 2002 – s25 gives organisations - including public offices and local authorities - the option of meeting a legal requirement to retain records by digitising the records, retaining the electronic (digitised) form in place of the source record, and then destroying the paper. They still have to get authority from the Chief Archivist to retain these in electronic form only though. Only applicable if the digitisation meets AS/NZS ISO 13028: 2012, Information and documentation - Implementation guidelines for digitization of records – this ensures that the record is an accurate representation of the original.



Guideline 15: Scanning paper records 
to digital records 

10 steps in a digitisation project: 
 
1.Why 
2.What 
3.Technical Specifications 
4.Plan 
5.Prepare 

6. Image capture 
7. Metadata capture 
8. Quality control 
9. Storage & preservation 
10. Access  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This means you need to plan thoroughly before you start, so that your approach is correct. Guideline runs through the 10 steps of the process involved in digitisation – follow slide content.Why? What is the purpose of the project? What benefits do you hope to achieve?What? What do you want to digitise? This will be linked to the purpose – for example, if you are digitising for preservation reasons, you may select records that are physically fragile or in poor condition. The availability of resources will be a factor in deciding what to digitise. �Do you have the resources to sustain the work over time?Technical specifications – determining technical specifications should take into account the intended use of the document. For example, specifications need to meet expectations about the use of records for evidence or legal purposes.Plan – like any project, planning and management decisions need to be made. These include deciding:who will do the work – in house or outsourced?whether it will be carried out in association with other activitiesdefining the cost (staff, equipment and software, impact of overhead costs). Prepare – good preparation helps make sure any problems are identified early on, and that the digitization process is smooth. Preparation includes conservation treatments of records, creating instructions for staff, training, moving records.Image capture – what equipment are you going to use and why? �Do you require additional software to process the images?Metadata capture – capturing and maintaining the right metadata will help users find and use the records at a later date. The two types of metadata that are important to capture are metadata specific to the image and the imaging process; and metadata about the record, the business transaction, and the people associated with the transaction. Metadata can be embedded into the object or be in a separate system, but there needs to be a connection between the digital object and the metadata.Quality control – like any photographic activity, the quality of scanned images can vary enormously, if the scanning is done for example with inappropriate lighting levels, poor focus, or poor colour contrast. It is vital to build good quality control over scanning processes and end products into the management of the project. This may be as simple as checking a sample of images and metadata at regular intervals during the project to make sure they meet the requirements decided on at the start of the project.Storage and preservation – once captured, digitised images must be able to be stored and retrieved. An image or records management system are recommended, and strategies such as migration and backing up. Storing large master files can be expensive.Steps involved in the scanning processAccess – The technical standards used in creating digital images, the technology and software used, and the way a digital file is stored and managed over time, will all impact on how easily the images can be accessed and used in the future.



Guideline 17: Managing Email 

• Practical advice on email  
management, including  
why emails should be  
captured, when to capture  
it, how to store it, and tips  
for managing email. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who uses email as a communication/work tool in their organisation? Tips and tricks for using email, when to use it, how to use it, when not to use it.This guideline contains practical advice on email management, including why emails should be captured, when to capture, how to store, and tips for managing email. The guidance can be directed at all government employees who use email in the course of their work, but you and your colleagues who have info mgmt responsibilities can drawn on it for creating and developing policies and rules for managing email. You can take what is relevant for you from it, as it depends on your organisation’s RM environment.An email that is written, sent or received in the course of your work is a record. Therefore, consider e-mail creation, maintenance and use as part of wider approach to RM. Need to make sure they can be found and accessed for as long as they are needed - not every email you send or receive while at work needs to be kept. You should save emails that support the work of your organisation, such as those that show decisions that were made or actions taken. Guide contains a great flow chart to help you decide if you need to keep an email as a record. Examples of emails that do not need to be kept include duplicated emails (when the original has already been captured), spam, messages notifying staff of team meetings, personal emails or information sent to a distribution list. How you manage the email once you’ve determined that it is a record depends on the digital recordkeeping strategy you have chosen. Easy to appreciate how emails stored on a work server or on the hard drive of a work computer belong to your organisation, but lots of Pacific government employees or agencies use web-based e-mail services like Gmail or Hotmail due to the unreliability of in-country infrastructure – e-mails relating to the business of your office on these accounts are still public records. However, be aware that those systems are not fully within your control and the storage is out of your country. If this solution is necessary, have a policy and procedures to ensure that e-mails sent and received in these accounts are captured in your own systems. Also try to keep personal accounts and business accounts separateEmail systems are not recordkeeping systems, so it is not acceptable to simply leave your emails in your in-box or your personal email folders. Nor should emails relating to official business be deleted from your email system before they have been captured into a corporate recordkeeping system.  	



Guideline 17: Managing Email 

Which emails do you need to keep? 
 
• an email that is written, sent or received in the 

course of your work is a record 
• emails need to be managed to make sure 

they can be found and accessed for as long 
as they are needed  
 



Guideline 17: Managing Email 

Ye
s 

Does this email 
relate to my 

work? 

Did I create or 
send it? 

Does it explain, 
document or 

justify an action 
or decision? 

Did I receive it? 

Did I need to 
take action? 

Does it explain, 
document or 

justify an action 
or decision? 

Ye
s 

No 

No 

No 

Ye
s 

Ye
s 

Ye
s 

Ye
s 

Not a 
record No 

Email 
record 

Email 
record 

Not a 
record 

Not a 
record 

Not a 
record No 



Guideline 17: Managing Email 

Options for capturing email records: 
 
• capture them into a records management 

system 
• print emails and file in a paper system 
• save emails to a shared network drive 



Summary 

• Digital records are the same (but different) as  
physical records  

• Digital records have their own benefits and 
challenges  

• Metadata is important 
• Plan before you scan 
• Emails are records too 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q & A session and Actions?
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